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For Immediate Release: 
NYU PROFESSOR TO SPEAK AT EIU ON 'GALAXIES. DARK MATTER AND THE UNIVERSE' 
CHARLESTON - A well-respected New York University assistant professor is to visit Eastern Illinois 
University to talk about "Galaxies, Dark Matter and the Universe." 
David Hogg from NYU's Center for Cosmology and Particle Physics is set to speak at 7 p.m. 
Tuesday, April 25, in the University Ballroom, Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. The event is free 
and open to the public. 
Hogg, a widely published researcher, has also taught in various capacities at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Princeton University and the California Institute of Technology. 
Hogg's main research interest is in the formation of galaxies in a cosmological context. He is 
currently working on observational evidence for accretion, merging and build-up of mass. 
"Only 4 percent of the in the universe is in the form that people normally think of as matter, atoms 
and light," explained Jim Conwell, EIU physics professor. "The remaining part is in something called dark 
matter, which plays a major role in the creation of galaxies and the past and future of the universe." 
Hogg participates in and uses the very large Sloan Digital Sky Survey, an ambitious astronomical 
survey that eventually will provide detailed optical images covering more than a quarter of the sky, as well 
as a three-dimensional map of about a million galaxies and quasars. 
In addition, Hogg helps maintain an SDSS page of astronomical data at NYU, and he also has 
helped start an "automated astrometry" project to create correct, standards-based astrometric headers for 
every useful astronomical image in existence. 
His work also uses data from the Spitzer Space Telescope and the Galaxy Evolution Explorer 
satellite, which allow some aspects of galaxy evolution to become more directly observable by using 
infrared and ultraviolet. 
For more information on Hogg, visit his Web site at http://cosmo.nyu.edu/hogg. 
Hogg's presentation is sponsored by the EIU physics department and the American Astronomical 
Society, which provided a Shapley speaker grant. 
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